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ABSTRACT
A control architecture for an electrical inverter includes a
synchronous frame current regulator and a stationary frame
current regulator. The stationary frame current regulator
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currents. The control architecture employs an adaptive ?lter
module that ?lters the stationary frame currents to remove the
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Filed:

fundamental motor frequency component (and its related har
monics), thus extracting any loW frequency harmonic com
ponents. The stationary frame current regulator processes the

loW frequency components, While the synchronous frame
current regulator processes the fundamental frequency com
ponent, resulting in suppression of low frequency oscillations
in the inverter output.
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REDUCTION OF SUBHARMONIC

OSCILLATION AT HIGH FREQUENCY
OPERATION OF A POWER INVERTER
TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001]

Embodiments of the present invention generally

relate to controllers for electric motors, and more particularly

relate to techniques and technologies that suppress subhar
monic current error resulting from high frequency operation
of an inverter coupled to an electric motor.

BACKGROUND

[0002]

An electric traction drive, such as may be used in an

electric or hybrid vehicle, requires high voltage utiliZation to
produce torque as e?iciently as possible Within a constrained

volume and Weight. For such high voltage utiliZation, an
electric drive system may utiliZe a pulse Width modulation
(PWM) inverter that is con?gured to drive a multiphase AC
motor. Motor vehicle applications typically employ a three
phase AC motor.

[0003] The synchronous frame current regulator has
become the de facto industry standard for controlling the
current of three-phase inverter and converter systems, due to
its current control capability over a Wide frequency range. As
the synchronous frame current regulator transforms the mea
sured inverter currents into the synchronous frame, loW fre
quency current error is translated into the synchronous fun
damental frequency, Which is the same as the inverter output

frequency. Therefore, When the output frequency is extremely
high, the synchronous frame current regulator is vulnerable to
loW frequency disturbance, e.g., voltage disturbance due to
non-ideal sWitching of the poWer devices, beat phenomena
betWeen the sWitching frequency and the fundamental fre
quency, and current sensor errors. For example, if the output

frequency is l .0 kHZ, the DC offset in current is interpreted as
a 1.0 kHZ current error in the synchronous reference frame.

Since this frequency is much higher than the current control
bandWidth, this error is not easily removed by the synchro
nous frame current regulator. As a result, the synchronous
frame current regulator can not suppress the subharmonic
current due to the loW frequency disturbances.
[0004] In an electric or hybrid motor vehicle deployment,

loW frequency subharmonic oscillations in the inverter output
may result in loW frequency torque components in the AC
motor and, in turn, motor speed oscillations and “shuddering”
of the vehicle. Moreover, such loW frequency oscillations
represent losses that result in loWer motor e?iciency.
[0005] Accordingly, it is desirable to have an improved
inverter control system and technique that reduces subhar

monic components at high operating frequencies. Further
more, other desirable features and characteristics of embodi
ments of the present invention Will become apparent from the

stationary frame current regulator in addition to a synchro
nous frame current regulator. The synchronous frame current

regulator controls the fundamental frequency, While the sta
tionary frame current regulator controls the loW frequency
components. By combining the tWo current regulators in par
allel, the high frequency fundamental current and subhar
monic error current can be controlled effectively.

[0007]

One embodiment employs a method of controlling

an inverter of an electric motor. The method involves: obtain

ing stationary frame currents corresponding to an output of
the inverter; extracting stationary frame subharmonic current
components from the stationary frame currents; performing
stationary frame current regulation on the stationary frame
subharmonic current components, resulting in stationary
frame subharmonic adjustment voltage commands; and
adjusting stationary frame fundamental voltage commands
With the stationary frame subharmonic adjustment voltage
commands.
[0008] Another embodiment includes a control architec
ture for an inverter of an electric motor. The control architec

ture includes: an adaptive ?lter module con?gured to extract
stationary frame subharmonic current components from sta
tionary frame currents that correspond to an output of the

inverter; a stationary frame current regulator coupled to the

adaptive ?lter module, the stationary frame current regulator
being con?gured to generate stationary frame subharmonic
adjustment voltage commands in response to the stationary
frame subharmonic current components; a current regulator

architecture coupled to the stationary frame current regulator,
the current regulator architecture being con?gured to gener
ate stationary frame fundamental voltage commands in
response to the stationary frame currents; and an output ele
ment coupled to the stationary frame current regulator and to

the current regulator architecture, the output element being
con?gured to produce modi?ed stationary frame voltage
commands from the stationary frame fundamental voltage
commands and the stationary frame subharmonic adjustment
voltage commands.
[0009] Yet another embodiment employs a method of con
trolling an inverter of an electric motor. The method involves:

obtaining stationary frame currents corresponding to an out
put of the inverter, the output including a fundamental fre
quency component and a subharmonic oscillation compo

nent; performing stationary frame current regulation in
response to the stationary frame currents to reduce the sub

harmonic oscillation component; performing synchronous
frame current regulation on synchronous frame currents

derived from the stationary frame currents; and generating
voltage commands for the inverter, the voltage commands
being in?uenced by the stationary frame current regulation
and the synchronous frame current regulation.

subsequent detailed description and the appended claims,

[0010] This summary is provided to introduce a selection of
concepts in a simpli?ed form that are further described beloW
in the detailed description. This summary is not intended to

taken in conjunction With the accompanying draWings and the
foregoing technical ?eld and background.

ject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in determin

identify key features or essential features of the claimed sub

ing the scope of the claimed subject matter.
BRIEF SUMMARY

[0006]

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The techniques and technologies described herein

may be utiliZed in connection With a current control algorithm

[0011]

for an inverter that drives an AC motor. The embodiments

in conjunction With the folloWing draWing ?gures, Wherein

described herein can be employed to suppress the subhar
monic current error for high frequency operation of an

like numerals denote like elements, and

inverter. An embodiment of a control architecture includes a

architecture for an inverter of an electric motor;

[0012]

The present invention Will hereinafter be described

FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a control
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[0013]

FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of a synchro

nous frame current regulator suitable for use With the control

architecture shoWn in FIG. 1;
[0014] FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of a stationary
frame current regulator suitable for use With the control archi
tecture shoWn in FIG. 1;
[0015] FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of an adaptive
?lter module suitable for use With the control architecture

shoWn in FIG. 1;
[0016] FIG. 5 is a graph that illustrates the frequency
response of a moving average ?lter;
[0017]

FIG. 6 is a diagram that illustrates the WindoW of a

moving average ?lter under loW speed conditions;
[0018]

FIG. 7 is a diagram that illustrates the WindoW of a

moving average ?lter under high speed conditions;
[0019] FIG. 8 includes graphs that depict multiphase cur
rents having subharmonic oscillations;
[0020] FIG. 9 includes graphs that depict stationary frame
currents and corresponding subharmonic current compo

nents;
[0021] FIG. 10 includes graphs that depict multiphase cur
rents and corresponding subharmonic current components
Without correction;
[0022] FIG. 11 includes graphs that depict multiphase cur
rents and corresponding subharmonic current components
With correction; and
[0023] FIG. 12 is a How chart that illustrates an inverter
current control process according to an embodiment of the

invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024]

The folloWing detailed description is merely exem

plary in nature and is not intended to limit any embodiment of
the invention or the application and uses of such embodi
ments. Furthermore, there is no intention to be bound by any

alternative or additional functional relationships or physical
connections may be present in an embodiment of the inven
tion.
[0027] The folloWing description may refer to elements or
nodes or features being “connected” or “coupled” together.

As used herein, unless expressly stated otherWise, “con
nected” means that one element/node/feature is directly

joined to (or directly communicates With) another element/
node/feature, and not necessarily mechanically. LikeWise,
unless expressly stated otherWise, “coupled” means that one

element/node/feature is directly or indirectly joined to (or
directly or indirectly communicates With) another element/

node/feature, and not necessarily mechanically. Thus,
although the schematic shoWn in FIG. 1 depicts one example

arrangement of elements, additional intervening elements,
devices, features, or components may be present in an
embodiment of the invention.
[0028] FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a control
architecture 100 suitable for use With an inverter of an electric

motor. In this example, the inverter is a pulse Width modula

tion (PWM) inverter 102, Which may be suitably con?gured
to drive a multiphaseAC motor 104. Control architecture 100

is suitably con?gured to control the generation of commands
(e.g., voltage commands) for PWM inverter 102. In practice,
control architecture 100 may be utiliZed in an electric motor
controller coupled to AC motor 104. Control architecture 100

generally includes, Without limitation: an adaptive ?lter mod
ule 106; a stationary frame current regulator 108 coupled to
adaptive ?lter module 106; a current regulator architecture
109 coupled to stationary frame current regulator 108; and an
output element 110 coupled to stationary frame current regu
lator 108. In this embodiment, output element 110 is also
coupled to current regulator architecture 109. Control archi
tecture 100 may also include a transformation processor 112

coupled to PWM inverter 102, and a transformation processor
114 coupled betWeen output element 110 and PWM inverter
102.

expressed or implied theory presented in the preceding tech

[0029]

nical ?eld, background, brief summary or the folloWing

detailed description.

109 includes, Without limitation: an inverse rotational trans
formation processor 116 coupled to transformation processor

[0025] Embodiments of the invention may be described
herein in terms of functional and/or logical block components

inverse rotational transformation processor 116; and a rota

and various processing steps. It should be appreciated that
such block components may be realiZed by any number of

hardWare, softWare, and/or ?rmWare components con?gured
to perform the speci?ed functions. For example, an embodi
ment of the invention may employ various integrated circuit

In this embodiment, current regulator architecture

112; a synchronous frame current regulator 118 coupled to
tional transformation processor 120 coupled betWeen syn
chronous frame current regulator 118 and output element
110. For this example, output element 110 is realiZed With
summation elements 122/124.

[0030] As used herein, the meaning of subscription and

components, e.g., memory elements, digital signal process
ing elements, logic elements, look-up tables, or the like,

superscription is as folloWs.

Which may carry out a variety of functions under the control

c.

of one or more microprocessors or other control devices. In

[0032] Subscript d and q: Quantity in the d-q frame.
[0033] Subscript s: Quantity of stator Windings.
[0034] Superscript s: Quantity in the stationary frame.
[0035] Superscript r: Quantity in the rotating (synchro
nous) frame.
[0036] Superscript *: Quantity Which is commanded.

addition, those skilled in the art Will appreciate that embodi
ments of the present invention may be practiced in conjunc
tion With any number of electric motor applications and that
the system described herein is merely one example embodi
ment of the invention.

[0026]

For the sake of brevity, conventional techniques

related to AC motors, AC motor control schemes, and other

functional aspects of the systems (and the individual operat
ing components of the systems) may not be described in detail
herein. Furthermore, the connecting lines shoWn in the vari
ous ?gures contained herein are intended to represent

example functional relationships and/or physical couplings
betWeen the various elements. It should be noted that many

[0031]

Subscript a, b, and c: Quantity in the phase a, b, and

[0037] In operation, PWM inverter 102 drives AC motor
104 over a suitably con?gured connection arrangement 126,
Which may include any number of connection lines. The

number of connections represented by connection arrange
ment 126 is de?ned by the number of phases used inAC motor
104. For example, a three-phase AC motor 104 Would have
three connection lines as shoWn in FIG. 1. Connection
arrangement 126 may include or be coupled to current sen
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sors (depicted as solid dots in FIG. 1). The number of current
sensors is also de?ned by the number of phases used in AC
motor 104. The outputs of the current sensors are coupled to

transformation processor 112 using respective connection
lines; the number of these connection lines is also de?ned by
the number of phases used in AC motor 104, in this example,
three.

[0038]

The three phase currents (ias, ibs, and ics) that are

[0043]

Feed forWard voltages (VdLFF ’ and VqLFF’) are

provided to the respective d-axis and q-axis PI regulators
202/204 over respective connection lines (reference numbers
132 and 134 in FIG. 1). These feed forWard voltages are

typically provided by the current controller, speed controller,
or torque controller based on the motor speed, motor param

eters, and the currents draWn by AC motor 104. Synchronous
frame current regulator 200 is suitably con?gured to generate

measured by the current sensors typically carry sinusoidal

synchronous frame fundamental voltage commands (Vds?

current Waveforms When vieWed in a reference frame that is

and V qs?) in response to the synchronous frame currents i ds’
and i qsr, the commanded d-q currents i ds? and i (If, and the

synchronous With the stator ofAC motor 104, i.e., the station
ary frame. Transformation processor 112 is con?gured to

transform the multiphase currents into corresponding station
ary frame currents (i d; and i qss). In transformation processor
112, the three-phase currents are transformed into synchro
nous d-q frames using equation (1) as follows:

1

_l
2

i0,

(1)

ib;

2

feed forWard voltages VdLFF’ and VLFF’. In practice, syn
chronous frame current regulator 200 generates Vdjr and
Vq‘? to minimiZe the current error of the system.

[0044]

The d-axis PI regulator 202 and the q-axis PI regu

lator 204 operate in a similar manner and the folloWing

description of d-axis PI regulator 202 also applies to q-axis PI
regulator 204. In this embodiment, d-axis PI regulator 202
includes tWo summation elements 206/208, tWo gain ele
ments 210/212 having respective multiplier constants, and an
integrator 214. Summation element 206 forms the d-axis
current error (i dSJW’) as a difference betWeen the com

[0039] The stationary frame currents i d; and i q; serve as
parallel inputs to inverse rotational transformation processor
116 and adaptive ?lter module 106. Inverse rotational trans
formation processor 116 is suitably con?gured to transform

id?‘ and iqss into corresponding synchronous frame currents
(idsr and i (15’). The stationary d-q currents are transformed into
the synchronous d-q frame by inverse rotational transforma
tion processor 116 using equation (2) as folloWs:

manded d-axis current (i (if) and the measured d-axis current
(i d5’). The d-axis current error (i dSJW’) from the difference
output of summation element 206 is multiplied by a propor
tional gain constant (Kpd) at gain element 210, and the mul
tiplied value serves as one of three values summed at sum

mation element 208.
[0045] The d-axis current error (i dsierr') from the differ
ence output of summation element 206 is also multiplied by
an integral gain constant (Kl-d) at gain element 212, the mul

tiplied value is integrated by integrator 214, and the integrated
value output from integrator 214 serves as another of the three
values summed at summation element 208. The output of the

[0040]

In equation (2), the rotor angle 6, is the electrical

rotor position calculated from the mechanical rotor position
and the motor pole number of AC motor 104. The rotor angle

current regulator section (i.e., the integrated value output
from integrator 214 and the output of gain element 210) are
added to the feed-forWard voltage (VdLFF') at summation
element 208 to generate the voltage command (V(if). The

voltage command (Vds?) output from summation element

6, is measured by a suitably con?gured sensor (not shoWn).
Thus, the d-q frame generated by inverse rotational transfor

208 functions to minimiZe the current error (i dLeW’); as

mation processor 116 is synchronous With the rotation of the

rotational transformation processor 120. As mentioned

electrical rotor position 6,.
[0041] The outputs of inverse rotational transformation
processor 116 are the measured d-q currents ids’ and i qsr as
depicted in FIG. 1. These measured d-q currents are coupled
to synchronous frame current regulator 118. The signals are
referenced to the d-q reference frame as the signals are pro

ces sed through synchronous frame current regulator 118, and
the processed signals are reconverted into a stator reference
frame in rotational transformation processor 120.
[0042] FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of a synchro
nous frame current regulator 200 suitable for use With control

depicted in FIG. 1, this voltage command may be routed to

above, synchronous frame current regulator 200 generates the
q-axis voltage command Vqf? in a similar manner.
[0046] It should be appreciated that the techniques and
technologies described herein can be equivalently imple
mented in a control architecture that includes a different type

of synchronous frame current regulator. For example, the
subharmonic oscillation suppression techniques described
above can be utiliZed in the context of a control architecture

that employs a complex vector current regulator in lieu of the

proportional integrating (PI) regulator 202, and the measured

arrangement shoWn in FIG. 2, Which employs cross-coupling
decoupling control.
[0047] Referring again to FIG. 1, the fundamental voltage
commands Vds? and Vqs?, Which are based on the synchro

q-axis current (i qsr) is coupled to a q-axis PI regulator 204. In

nous reference frame, are fed to rotational transformation

addition, commanded d-q currents (i (if and i qs?) are coupled

processor 120, Which is suitably con?gured to transform Vd‘?
and Vqs? into stationary frame fundamental voltage com

architecture 100 (e.g., as synchronous frame current regulator
118). The measured d-axis current (i d5’) is coupled to a d-axis

to the respective d-axis and q-axis PI regulators 202/204 over
respective connection lines from a higher level controller
(e.g., a torque or a speed controller). The connection lines
128/130 are shoWn in FIG. 1.

mands (Vds? andV(155*). In this embodiment, rotational trans
formation processor 120 employs the transformation set forth
in equation (3) as folloWs:
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inverse rotational transformation processor 116. As shoWn in
FIG. 1, adaptive ?lter module 106 may also receive the rotor
angle 6, of AC motor 104 as an input (equivalently, any

measured quantity that indicates rotational speed ofAC motor
104 may be utilized). Adaptive ?lter module 106 is suitably
con?gured to extract stationary frame subharmonic current

[0048] In the context of this example, current regulator
architecture 109 is therefore con?gured to generate the sta

tionary frame fundamental voltage commands, Vds? and
Vqs?, in response to the stationary frame currents, i d; and
i qss. Here, Vds? serves as one input to summation element 122
and Vqs? serves as one input to summation element 124.
Stationary frame current regulator 108 provides a second
input to summation element 122 and a second input to sum

components (i dsisubs and i qsisubs) from the stationary frame
currents i d; and i qss. As described in more detail beloW in
connection With FIG. 4, adaptive ?lter module 106 may
include a moving average ?lter having an adjustable WindoW
siZe, Where the WindoW siZe is dynamically adjusted in
response to the rotor angle 6,. Moreover, the moving average
?lter is suitably con?gured to ?lter i d; and i q; to obtain

idsisubs sub and i qsisubs, Where the ?ltering operation is in?u

q-axis output.

enced by the calculated WindoW siZe.
[0053] Adaptive ?lter module 106 abstracts the subhar
monic component from i d; and i qss. While current regulator
architecture 109 transforms i d; and i q; into the synchronous
reference frame, stationary frame current regulator 108 oper
ates based on the stationary reference frame. Stationary frame
current regulator 108 functions to generate Vdsisub? and

[0049]

Vqsisub? in response to i dsisubs and i qsisubs.

mation element 124 (described in more detail below). Brie?y,

stationary frame current regulator 108 generates stationary
frame subharmonic adjustment voltage commands Vdsisu 175*
and Vqsisub? as outputs. In practice, summation element 122
combines Vds? and Vdsisub? sub into a d-axis output, and
summation element 124 combines Vqs? andVqsisub 5* into a

The d-axis and q-axis outputs from summation ele

ments 122/124 serve as inputs to transformation processor

114. These outputs represent modi?ed stationary frame volt
age commands, Which are produced from the stationary frame

fundamental voltage commands, Vds? and Vqs?, and from
the stationary frame subharmonic adjustment voltage com

mands, Vdsisub? and Vqsisub?. Transformation processor
114 converts the stationary frame representation of the modi
?ed voltage commands into multiphase sinusoid notation
(e.g., three-phase notation) for PWM inverter 102. In this
embodiment, transformation processor 114 generates the
multiphase sinusoid notation using equation (4) as folloWs:

[0054] FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of a stationary
frame current regulator 300 suitable for use With control

architecture 100 (e.g., as stationary frame current regulator
108). The extracted stationary frame subharmonic current
component i dsisubs is coupled to a d-axis PI regulator 302, and

i qsisu If is coupled to a q-axis PI regulator 3604. In addition, d-q
subharmonic current commands (idsisubs and i qsisubs ) are
coupled to the respective d-axis and q-axis PI regulators 302/
304. Since subharmonic current content is not desirable for
three-phase motor control, the subharmonic current com
mands are set to Zero in this embodiment.

[0055] Stationary frame current regulator 300 is suitably
con?gured to generate the stationary frame subharmonic

adjustment voltage commands Vdsisub? and Vqsisub? in
response to the extracted stationary frame subharmonic cur

rent components i dsisubs and i qsisubs, and in response to the
Zero inputs for the commanded d-q currents idsisub? and
i qsisu by‘. In practice, stationary frame current regulator 300 is
con?gured to generate the stationary frame subharmonic

adjustment voltage commands Vdsisub? and Vqsisub? in a
s

[0050] In equation (4), Vdsim d * andVdLmdS" represent the
modi?ed stationary frame voltage commands that serve as
inputs to transformation processor 114. The outputs of trans
formation processor 114 are synthesiZed by PWM inverter
102, Which in turn drives AC motor 104.

[0051]

A conventional synchronous frame current regula

tor is capable of regulating three-phase current over a Wide

frequency range Without experiencing phase delay. HoWever,
When the synchronous frequency is extremely high, a con

manner that attempts to minimize the stationary frame sub

harmonic current components i dsisubs and i qsisubs.
[0056] The d-axis PI regulator 302 and the q-axis PI regu
lator 304 operate in a similar manner and the folloWing

description of d-axis PI regulator 302 also applies to q-axis PI
regulator 304. In this embodiment, d-axis PI regulator 302
includes tWo summation elements 306/308, tWo gain ele
ments 310/312 having respective multiplier constants, and an
integrator 314. Summation element 306 forms the d-axis

ventional synchronous frame current regulator can not effec

subharmonic current error as a difference betWeen i dsisub?

tively regulate loW frequency current error. For example,
When the synchronous frequency is 1.0 kHZ, the DC current

and i dsisubs. For this example, Where i dLSHbSI‘IO, the d-axis

offset is transformed into a 1.0 kHZ current through the trans

of summation element 306 is multiplied by a proportional

formation in equation (2). As the current control bandWidth is
normally much loWer than 1.0 kHZ in practical vehicle appli
cations, this error remains in control systems that employ
conventional synchronous frame current regulators. Control

subharmonic current error is —idsisubs. The difference output

gain constant (Kpds) at gain element 310, and the multiplied
value serves as one of tWo values summed at summation

element 308.

[0057]

The difference output of summation element 306 is

architecture 100 utiliZes adaptive ?lter module 106 and sta
tionary frame current regulator 108 to address this shortcom
mg.

also multiplied by an integral gain constant (Kids) at gain
element 312, the multiplied value is integrated by integrator
314, and the integrated value output from integrator 314

[0052] As mentioned above, adaptive ?lter module 106
receives stationary frame currents i d; and i q; in parallel With

308. The output of summation element 308 represents the

serves as the second value summed at summation element
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subharmonic adjustment voltage command Vdsisub?. This

by the notches in the graph of FIG. 5. These notch frequencies

voltage command, Vdsisub?, functions to minimize the d-axis

have periods that are the same as the WindoW siZe of the ?lter

subharmonic current error; as depicted in FIG. 1, this voltage
command may be routed to output element 110. Stationary

(TSxM), and its n-th harmonics, as folloWs:

frame current regulator 300 generates the q-axis subharmonic
adjustment voltage command, Vqs Subs: in a similar manner,
and routes that voltage command to output element 110. As

”

(3)

Fm

described above, output element 110 adds Vdsisub? andVdSS*
to form a combined d-axis output voltage, and adds Vqsisub5 *

and Vqs? to form a combined q-axis output voltage.

[0064]

[0058]

. ). Using this frequency, the frequency response of equation
(7) becomes Zero, as shoWn in the folloWing expression:

FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of an adaptive

?lter module 400 suitable for use With control architecture

In equation (8), n is a positive integer (n:l, 2, 3, . .

100 (e.g., as adaptive ?lter module 106). It should be appre
ciated that other con?gurations may be utiliZed in an embodi

ment of adaptive ?lter module 106. Adaptive ?lter module
400 generally includes, Without limitation: a speed observer
402; an absolute value generator 404; dividers 406/408; a
limiter 410; and an adaptive moving average ?lter 412. These

components may be coupled together and/or con?gured to
cooperate together in the manner depicted in FIG. 4.
[0059] Moving average ?lters are commonly used in digital

signal processing applications due to their ability to reduce
random noise. In this embodiment, adaptive moving average
?lter 412 is suitably con?gured to ?lter the stationary frame
currents, i d; and i qss, to obtain the stationary frame subhar
monic current components ids Subs and iqs Subs. As the name
implies, adaptive moving average ?lter 412 operates by aver
aging a number of points from the input signals to produce

points in the output signals. In this regard, adaptive moving
average ?lter 412 functions in accordance With equation (5)
as follows:

a

I:

(5)

sin(7rnfTSM) _

sin(7rn)

(9)

Gm : MsinUrfTS) _ mum/M) :0

[0065]

FIG. 5 also shoWs that the frequency response |G(f)|

is Zero at certain frequencies, namely,

Therefore, if the WindoW siZe of adaptive moving average
?lter 412 is adjusted according to the period of the synchro
nous frequency, the fundamental and harmonic components

of the phase current can be removed. This ?ltering operation
results in the extraction of the subharmonic components in the
phase current. The fundamental period of the phase current is

the inverse of the synchronous frequency. Thus, the WindoW
siZe (TSM) of adaptive moving average ?lter 412 is adjusted
by the synchronous frequency, Which corresponds to the out

put frequency.
[0066]

FIG. 6 is a diagram that illustrates the WindoW of a

[0060] In equation (5), x[ ] is the input signal, y[ ] is the

moving average ?lter under loW speed conditions, and FIG. 7

output signal, and M is the number of points in the average.
For example, in a seven-point moving average ?lter, point ten

is a diagram that illustrates the WindoW of a moving average

in the output signal is given by:

?lter under high speed conditions. Each diagram shoWs a
periodic signal and the WindoW of the moving average ?lter.
The Width of the WindoW is adjusted to the period of the
fundamental component (T), Which corresponds to the rota
tional period of the rotor in this example. As the speed
increases, the WindoW siZe decreases. This trend is apparent
in the comparison betWeen FIG. 6 and FIG. 7.

[0061]

The frequency response of the moving average ?lter

represented by equation (5) can be given by:

[0067]

The operation of adaptive ?lter module 400 Will be

described With reference to FIG. 4. This embodiment
employs a suitably con?gured sensor to obtain a measured
(7)

quantity that indicates rotational speed of the electric motor.
For example, an embodiment of adaptive ?lter module 400
may receive the rotor angle 6, of the motor using a position

[0062] In equation (7), f is the frequency of the input signal
in Hertz, TS is the sampling period in seconds, and M is the

con?gured to calculate the speed from the rotor angle. Alter
natively, adaptive ?lter module 400 may be con?gured to
obtain the speed directly. When an encoder is used by the

_ sin(7rfTSM)
GU] _ Msin(7rfTS)

sensor, such as a resolver and encoder. Speed observer 402 is

number of points in the average.
[0063] FIG. 5 is a graph that illustrates the frequency

response expressed in equation (7). The overall frequency
response of this moving average ?lter is poor as a loW pass

?lter, due to its sloW roll-off and poor stop-band attenuation.
Although the frequency response of a moving average ?lter
may be poor in its overall frequency range, it has very high (in

theory, in?nite) attenuation at certain frequencies, as depicted

motor control system, the speed can also be calculated from

the period of the pulse train from the encoder and/or the

number of pulses during the speed measurement period. From
the motor speed, the synchronous frequency (00,) can be cal
culated considering the pole number. Moreover, the period
(T) can be calculated using absolute value generator 404 and
divider 406 as folloWs:
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(10)

fundamental frequency. The graph 514 in FIG. 10 shoWs the
subharmonic d-q currents (i dsisu If and i qsisu If) abstracted by
the adaptive ?lter, also measured at 6,455 RPM. Graph 514
shoWs that the subharmonic currents are abstracted effec

tively by the adaptive ?lter. These graphs Were generated by
[0068] In an embodiment of adaptive ?lter module 400, a
digital controller executes the control in accordance With a

designated digital sampling period (TS). The WindoW siZe
(M), Which corresponds to the period (T), is calculated by ?rst

dividing the period (T) by the digital sampling period (TS),
using divider 408. Limiter 410 may be employed to maintain
M betWeen a maximum value and a minimum value. In this

manner, adaptive ?lter module dynamically adjusts the Win
doW siZe in response to the rotor angle (or any appropriate
measured quantity that indicates the motor speed). Ulti
mately, adaptive moving average ?lter 412 obtains the sub
harmonic current from its input current components by ?lter
ing the input current components in a manner that is

in?uenced by the calculated WindoW siZe. Notably, the period
T corresponds to the fundamental frequency of the electric
motor, and the WindoW siZe is adjusted in accordance With the

calculatedperiod. For this example, moving average ?lter 412
obtains the stationary d-axis subharmonic current component
i dsisubs from the stationary d-axis current i d; as follows:

1 Mil

(ll)

iawbtii = M 21341» n

a conventional control architecture having only a standard

synchronous frame current regulator.
[0074] The graph 516 in FIG. 11 shoWs the three phase
currents (ias, i b5, ics), and the graph 518 in FIG. 11 shoWs the

corresponding subharmonic d-q currents (i dsisubs and
i qsisubs) under the same conditions. HoWever, these graphs
Were generated by an embodiment of control architecture

100, namely, a control architecture having both a synchro
nous frame current regulator and a stationary frame current

regulator. The graphs in FIG. 11 clearly shoW that the sub
harmonic currents have been effectively removed.
[0075]

FIG. 12 is a How chart that illustrates an inverter

current control process 600, Which may be performed by an
embodiment of a control architecture as described herein. The

various tasks performed in connection With process 600 may
be performed by softWare, hardWare, ?rmWare, or any com
bination thereof. For illustrative purposes, the folloWing
description of process 600 may refer to elements mentioned
above in connection With FIGS. 1-4. In embodiments of the

invention, portions of process 600 may be performed by
different elements of the described system, e.g., the various
components, modules, and features of control architecture
100. It should be appreciated that process 600 may include

1:0

any number of additional or alternative tasks, the tasks shoWn
in FIG. 12 need not be performed in the illustrated order, and
process 600 may be incorporated into a more comprehensive

[0069] The stationary q-axis subharmonic current compo
nent i qsisubs is obtained from the stationary q-axis current i q;

procedure or process having additional functionality not

in an equivalent manner.

[0070] FIG. 8 includes graphs that depict multiphase cur
rents having subharmonic oscillations. The graph 502 repre
sents the ias inverter current, the graph 504 represents the ibs
inverter current, and the graph 506 represents the ics inverter
current. The generally sinusoidal characteristic in these

graphs corresponds to the fundamental frequency. Notably,

described in detail herein.
[0076] Control process 600 may be performed in an ongo
ing manner. In this regard, process 600 may measure mul

tiphase currents (task 602) generated by an inverter, Where the
multiphase currents drive an AC motor. Process 600 then

transforms the multiphase currents into stationary frame cur

rents (task 604). In this regard, process 600 obtains stationary

each of these graphs also contains a loW frequency oscillation
component. This loW frequency oscillation corresponds to the

frame currents that correspond to the output of the inverter.
Again, the inverter output may include a fundamental fre
quency component and a subharmonic oscillation compo

undesirable subharmonic current.

nent. The stationary frame currents, i d; and i qss, are processed

[0071]

FIG. 9 includes graphs that depict stationary frame

currents and corresponding subharmonic current compo

nents. The graph 508 contains d-axis signals, and the graph

510 contains the corresponding q-axis signals. The solid sig
nals in FIG. 9 represent the inputs to adaptive ?lter module
106 (see FIG. 1), and the dashed signals in FIG. 9 represent
the outputs of adaptive ?lter module 106. The dashed signals
correspond to the abstracted subharmonic current that results
When the fundamental frequency current (and related har
monic frequency current components) are ?ltered out.

[0072]

FIG. 10 includes graphs that depict multiphase cur

rents and corresponding subharmonic current components

(Without correction), and FIG. 11 includes graphs that depict

in a parallel manner as described above. Generally, one pro

cessing branch corresponds to synchronous frame current
regulation and another processing branch corresponds to sta
tionary frame current regulation.
[0077] In connection With synchronous frame current regu
lation, control process 600 may perform an inverse rotational

transformation (task 606) to transform the stationary frame
currents into corresponding synchronous frame currents. The
synchronous frame currents, i ds’ and i qsr, are used as inputs to
the synchronous frame current regulator. Accordingly, pro
cess 600 performs synchronous frame current regulation
(task 608) on i ds’ and i q; to generate corresponding synchro

multiphase currents and corresponding subharmonic current

nous frame fundamental voltage commands. In addition, pro
cess 600 performs a rotational transformation (task 610) on

components (With correction). The graphs in FIG. 11 repre

the synchronous frame fundamental voltage commands, Vd‘?

sent experimental results of an embodiment of a control archi

and Vqs?, to transform Vds? and Vqs? into corresponding
stationary frame fundamental voltage commands (V ds? and

tecture as described herein.

[0073] The graph 512 in FIG. 10 shoWs the three phase
current Waveforms (ias, ibs, ics) measured at 6,445 RPM.

vqj").

These Waveforms include the subharmonic currents caused

[0078] In connection With stationary frame current regula
tion, control process 600 may perform dynamic adjustments

by the beat frequency betWeen the PWM sWitching and the

on an adaptive ?lter module in the manner described above.
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For example, process 600 may dynamically calculate a Win
doW siZe (task 612) for a moving average ?lter in response to
a measured quantity that indicates the rotational speed of the
AC motor. Process 600 can then ?lter (task 614) the stationary

frame currents i d; and i q; to obtain the stationary frame
subharmonic current components, Where the ?ltering is in?u
enced by the calculated WindoW siZe. As described above, the
WindoW siZe is preferably calculated by determining the
period corresponding to the fundamental frequency of the AC
motor, and setting the WindoW siZe according to that period.
More speci?cally, the WindoW siZe is selected to match the

period. The ?ltering operation removes the fundamental fre
quency of the electric motor from the stationary frame cur

rents. In this embodiment, the ?ltering operation also
removes one or more harmonics of the fundamental fre

quency.

[0079] The extracted stationary frame subharmonic current
components, i dsisubs and i qsisubs, are used as inputs to the
stationary frame current regulator. Process 600 performs sta

tionary frame current regulation (task 616) on idsisubs and
iqsisubs to generate the stationary frame subharmonic adjust

ment voltage commands (Vdsisub? and Vqsisub?). The sta
tionary frame current regulation reduces the subharmonic
oscillation components contained in the multiphase currents,
and strives to minimiZe the stationary frame subharmonic

current components i dsisubs and i qsisubs.
[0080]

extracting stationary frame subharmonic current compo
nents from the stationary frame currents;
performing stationary frame current regulation on the sta
tionary frame subharmonic current components, result

ing in stationary frame subharmonic adjustment voltage
commands; and
adjusting stationary frame fundamental voltage commands
With the stationary frame subharmonic adjustment volt
age commands.

2. A method according to claim 1, Wherein:
the stationary frame currents include a stationary d-axis

current, i dj, and a stationary q-axis current, i qss;
the stationary frame subharmonic current components
include a stationary d-axis subharmonic current, i dsi

Subs, and a stationary q-axis subharmonic current, i qs Subs;
the stationary frame subharmonic adjustment voltage com
mands include a stationary d-axis subharmonic adjust

ment voltage command, Vdsisub?, and a stationary
q-axis subharmonic adjustment voltage command, V(IL

subs*; and
the stationary frame fundamental voltage commands
include a stationary d-axis fundamental voltage com

mand, Vds?, and a stationary q-axis fundamental volt

age command, V qs?.
3. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the adjusting

Task 610 results in the stationary frame fundamental

step comprises combining the stationary frame fundamental

voltage commands Vd; and Vqs?, While task 616 results in
the stationary frame subharmonic adjustment voltage com
mands V dsisu by‘ andVqLSub?. Control process 600 processes
these commands and generates modi?ed stationary frame
voltage commands (task 618) for the inverter. For this
example, task 618 adjusts the stationary frame fundamental
voltage commands With the stationary frame subharmonic
adjustment voltage commands. Referring to FIG. 1, output
element 110 may perform task 618 by combining/adding the
respective voltage commands. The modi?ed stationary frame

voltage commands With the stationary frame subharmonic

voltage commands are then converted (task 620) into mul
tiphase sinusoid notation for the inverter. The multiphase

voltage commands (Vas, Vbj, Vcj) are utiliZed to control
the operation of the inverter (task 622), Which in turn drives
the AC motor (task 624). Process 600 is depicted as a con
tinuous loop because the control architecture functions as a

feedback system that adapts to changes in the inverter cur
rents.

[0081]

adjustment voltage commands.
4. A method according to claim 1, further comprising:
transforming the stationary frame currents into corre

sponding synchronous frame currents;
performing synchronous frame current regulation on the

synchronous frame currents, resulting in synchronous
frame fundamental voltage commands; and
transforming the synchronous frame fundamental voltage
commands into the stationary frame fundamental volt
age commands.

5. A method according to claim 4, Wherein:
the synchronous frame currents include a synchronous
d-axis current, i d5’, and a synchronous q-axis current,

i qsr; and
the synchronous frame fundamental voltage commands
include a synchronous d-axis fundamental voltage com

While at least one exemplary embodiment has been

presented in the foregoing detailed description, it should be
appreciated that a vast number of variations exist. It should
also be appreciated that the exemplary embodiment or exem
plary embodiments are only examples, and are not intended to
limit the scope, applicability, or con?guration of the invention

in any Way. Rather, the foregoing detailed description Will
provide those skilled in the art With a convenient road map for

implementing the exemplary embodiment or exemplary

mand, Vds?, and a synchronous q-axis fundamental

voltage command, V(If.
6. A method according to claim 1, Wherein:

the adjusting step results in modi?ed stationary frame volt
age commands; and
the method further comprises converting the modi?ed sta
tionary frame voltage commands into multiphase sinu
soid notation for the inverter.

embodiments. It should be understood that various changes

7. A method according to claim 1, further comprising:

can be made in the function and arrangement of elements
Without departing from the scope of the invention as set forth

measuring multiphase currents generated by the inverter;

in the appended claims and the legal equivalents thereof.

transforming the multiphase currents into the stationary

and
frame currents.

What is claimed is:
1. A method of controlling an inverter of an electric motor,

the method comprising:
obtaining stationary frame currents corresponding to an

output of the inverter;

8. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the extracting

step comprises:
dynamically calculating a WindoW siZe for a moving aver
age ?lter in response to a measured quantity that indi
cates rotational speed of the electric motor; and
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?ltering the stationary frame currents With the moving
average ?lter to obtain the stationary frame subharmonic

current components, the ?ltering being in?uenced by the
WindoW siZe.

9. A method according to claim 8, Wherein dynamically

calculating the WindoW siZe comprises:

the moving average ?lter is con?gured to ?lter the station
ary frame currents to obtain the stationary frame subhar
monic current components, the ?ltering being in?u
enced by the WindoW siZe.
16. A control architecture according to claim 15, Wherein
the adaptive ?lter module is con?gured to:

determining a period corresponding to a fundamental fre
quency of the electric motor; and

determine a period corresponding to a fundamental fre
quency of the electric motor; and

setting the WindoW siZe according to the period.
10. A method according to claim 9, Wherein the ?ltering

adjust the WindoW siZe according to the period.

step removes the fundamental frequency of the electric motor
from the stationary frame currents.

11. A method according to claim 10, Wherein the ?ltering

17. A control architecture according to claim 13, Wherein
the stationary frame current regulator is con?gured to gener
ate the stationary frame subharrnonic adjustment voltage
commands in a manner that attempts to minimize the station

step removes at least one harmonic of the fundamental fre
quency of the electric motor from the stationary frame cur

ary frame subharmonic current components.
18. A control architecture according to claim 13, Wherein

rents.

the current regulator architecture comprises:

12. A method according to claim 1, Wherein performing

stationary frame current regulation generates the stationary
frame subharmonic adjustment voltage commands in a man
ner that attempts to minimiZe the stationary frame subhar
monic current components.
13. A control architecture for an inverter of an electric

motor, the control architecture comprising:
an adaptive ?lter module con?gured to extract stationary
frame subharmonic current components from stationary
frame currents that correspond to an output of the

inverter;
a stationary frame current regulator coupled to the adaptive
?lter module, the stationary frame current regulator

being con?gured to generate stationary frame subhar
monic adjustment voltage commands in response to the
stationary frame subharmonic current components;
a current regulator architecture coupled to the stationary
frame current regulator, the current regulator architec
ture being con?gured to generate stationary frame fun
damental voltage commands in response to the station
ary frame currents; and
an output element coupled to the stationary frame current
regulator and to the current regulator architecture, the

an inverse rotational transformation processor con?gured

to transform the stationary frame currents into synchro
nous frame currents;

a synchronous frame current regulator coupled to the
inverse rotational transformation processor, the syn

chronous frame current regulator being con?gured to
generate synchronous frame fundamental voltage com
mands in response to the synchronous frame currents;
and
a rotational transformation processor coupled to the syn
chronous frame current regulator, the rotational trans

formation processor being con?gured to transform the
synchronous frame fundamental voltage commands into
the stationary frame fundamental voltage commands.
19.A method of controlling an inverter of an electric motor,

the method comprising:
obtaining stationary frame currents corresponding to an
output of the inverter, the output including a fundamen
tal frequency component and a subharmonic oscillation

component;
performing stationary frame current regulation in response
to the stationary frame currents to reduce the subhar

frame fundamental voltage commands and the station

monic oscillation component;
performing synchronous frame current regulation on syn
chronous frame currents derived from the stationary
frame currents; and

ary frame subharmonic adjustment voltage commands.

generating voltage commands for the inverter, the voltage

14. A control architecture according to claim 13, Wherein
the output element is con?gured to combine the stationary

commands being in?uenced by the stationary frame cur
rent regulation and the synchronous frame current regu
lation.
20. A method according to claim 19, further comprising
?ltering the stationary frame currents With an adaptive ?lter

output element being con?gured to produce modi?ed
stationary frame voltage commands from the stationary

frame fundamental voltage commands and the stationary
frame subharmonic adjustment voltage commands into the
modi?ed stationary frame voltage commands.
15. A control architecture according to claim 13, Wherein:
the adaptive ?lter module comprises a moving average
?lter having an adjustable WindoW siZe;
the adaptive ?lter module is con?gured to dynamically
adjust the WindoW siZe in response to a measured quan

tity that indicates rotational speed of the electric motor;
and

module to obtain stationary frame subharmonic current com
ponents corresponding to the subharmonic oscillation com

ponent, Wherein the stationary frame current regulation is
performed on the stationary frame subharmonic current

components.

